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Anonymous Me is a Chinese style 2D platformer. You can cycle through three weapons and hack & slash your way with cool
combos. Explore the world as the story unfolds. In the end, you will challenge some overwhelming power.

Anonymous Me is set in late Qin Dynasty of China. People are brutalized by The first emperor of china---Ying Zheng. The
empire that unifies China is falling already. Female assassin “Mang” is drawn into a long premeditated conspiracy right after she

manages to escape an evil organization.

It is true that everyone is nobody in that given historical period in China. It’s almost impossible for people to control their own
fate. Before we make the conclusion, let’s just hear “Mang’s” story.

■Chinese style arts and music
Enhanced by stunning animations, Anonymous Me boasts a beautiful hand-drawn world vividly depicting China in Qin Dynasty,
which was more than 2,000 years ago. Hack and slash your way out of cities, high mountains, snowy plains, and ancient tombs.

Explore this gorgeous ancient empire accompanies by ethereal Chinese style music.

■An epic storyline of twists and turns
Protagonist “Mang” blurs the line between good and evil. Qin Dynasty is collapsing. What does life hold for her in all this

turbulence and chaos? Unravel the mystery and discover the huge conspiracy through thought-provoking dialogues and
ingenious level design.

■It’s all about combos
“Mang” is a master wielder of DualBlade, BoardSword and is an excellent archer as well. You can cycle through the three

weapons any time you want. Switching weapons will deal extra damage to enemies and activate special moves. Always stay
vigilant in battles and use this feature to your advantage. Make powerful combos by switching weapons. The mysterious “Blood

Sigil” system enhances character stats, so that you can always fight the way you want.

■Innovative “Mind”system
“Mang” has gone through a lot and has a complicated personality. We believe that she is more than a mere character you control.

Inspiration System lets you know what she is thinking as the game progresses. At some critical moments, she will ask you to
make choices for her, which will have drastic impact on how the story goes. We will perfect “Inspiration” system in future

updates.
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RKTime and Long Mobile are two new game developers based in Chengdu, China.
Thank you for supporting Anonymous Me, our first game on Steam!

Anonymous Me has gone through overhaul and delay for many times. Now it finally sees the light of day! It’s still an Early
Access release. We welcome any feedback and suggestions from you!

Thank you all for your love and support!
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Title: Anonymous ME
Genre: Action, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
RKTime
Publisher:
Chengdu longyuan Network Technology Co.Ltd
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 64 Bit, Windows 8.1 64 Bit, Windows 8 64 Bit, Windows 7 64 Bit Service Pack 1, Windows Vista 64 Bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD Phenom X3 8750 processor or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or higher, ATI Radeon HD4850 or higher,Intel HD Graphics 4400 or higher

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX 10 compatible

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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i bought this pack, did not receive my 10k rtc from the pack. where would i go to put a ticket in to get my rtc??
other than that, i love this game immensely.
645 hours in, i am not anywhere near ready to stop fighting on the battle fields of the 41st millenium.. Knowing how many
sandbox games there are out there, I feel like this game isn't ready for release. We'll always compare it to Minecraft, let's not lie
to ourselves. The amount of content released with the game isn't enough to satiate those of us who have played many other
sandbox games. I feel like this rating might be harsh, but if you have competition like that, I have to ask, "Well what makes this
game any different from X game?"

I love the art. The play style is different. There are a lot of things that bother me like food items that don't stack automatically.
Quick clicking is a bit weird. The gameplay so far at this stage of the game is gather resources, build stuff, make sure you don't
starve by harvesting your berry and apple farm. If the devs can ante up and put in their own quirks into the game and make this
unique to Keplerth. They'll have a long time player.

As of right now, Keplerth just seems like a bunch of other games we've played before. I love to support indie games, but I buy
indie games because they come out with unique and new ways to play games. Unfortunately they didn't have me convinced on
this one. When more updates come out, maybe I'll keep playing.. This game definitely needs work. The sound effects and audio
production are pretty sad. While some people say there is music, that's really not the case. In the game, there's nothing except
silence.

F- would never reccomend to anyone.. I got this route supplied with the ICE Collection. Its a very well made route with areas
where you can open up the power with these high speed trains. The route comes with a good range of non high speed trains and
a nice selection of included scenarios. A great route worth a look if you are into German trains like I am and I would suggest
getting this with the ICE Collection bundle as it is a good value for money pack..
╱╱┃┃
▉━╯┗━╮
▉┈┈┈┈┃
▉╮┈┈┈┃
╱╰━━━╯
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Well...this game is quite something.

First of all - I absolutely adore the artstyle! The rough linework looks like it's pulled straight from a sketchbook or something -
and that's fantastic!) The dim colour pattern really helps to convey the game's depressing atmosphere.

The gameplay is interesting too - you have to micromanage lots of stuff to achive your goal of ressurecting your daughter. The
gathering process can become quite hectic if you forget about something - so you always have to be on high alert. One problem
that I have with the gameplay - it can get quite repetetive after a while...you just start doing things on autopilot at one point -
being so familliar with the game (or maybe it's just me getting sucked into the game for far too long - losing count of time))

The Homunculi are charming little creatures, booming with personality. When it comes to sacrificing one of them that you've
grown to like - it really makes you feel like a monster sometimes.

Owerall it really depends on the person playing the game - if you like tons of action, and don't care that much about slow-
progressing-quiet games - maybe it's not for you...But if you're into gloomy stories and slowly moving gameplay, this might be a
game you would like. But don't listen to me too much - just buy it if you got interested by the games store page - it won't hurt to
try it out right?)
This is a preatty solid game - with great visual design (and an interesting plot) - I really do recommend it)

. I'm going to be reviewing this game based on the worlds in the game but before I do that i'll do a little explanation.

Also another disclaimer I got all 3 games for a combined total in a bundle for I think about 14.99? I could be misremembering
but the point being is the price I got this games and its 2 sequels were a steal so I doubt I could ever rate any of the games down
considering even with some bad content its still well worth the money.

The Disney Infinity Gold Editions are a complete pack of the disney infinity games. Basically what that means is if you're
familiar with how the old way disney infinity worked by requiring you to spend hundreds of dollars on overpriced useless
figurines in order to access all the content in the game is now gone. All those figures, all those microtransactions, all those ways
disney one of the biggest companies in the world was being greedy money grubbing sheklers has been completely removed and
you now have an actual game with all the content inside.

And guess what that game is actually really fun.

This game in particular the 1.0 version has 3 main gamemodes. The story modes, the toybox mode, and missions.

I'm not interested in toybox mode cept to just mess around in pre built worlds and missions are just boring 1 off things I
wouldn't recommend. The real meat and bones of the game are the story modes and i'm gonna be going through them
individually and how I enjoyed them.

The Incredibles: This so far has been my favorite world. The characters are fun, the enemies are fun, the powers are fun and you
get a city to explore and hunt for collectibles and do missions and such. Its really great not to mention this world also has a
hoverboard which I found to be really fun. However a lot of the thrill of the world gets killed once you get the helicopter which
makes movement around the world much more simpler but that's near the end of this world anyways.

Monsters University: It was decent the combat wasn't exactly great compared to the incredibles world but I suppose its not
meant to be a combat focused story. You get to play as 3 of the characters from monsters inc and this world is more focused on
quests and collectables than fighting and open world exploration.

Pirates of the Caribbean: Poor Mans Assassins Creed Black Flag. The cool thing about this world is that it actually has fully
functional ship sailing. The problem is this world/story is very dull and boring and getting from place to place and doing things
here seems like much more of a chore than having any fun. I think i'm going to be skipping this story and again. I'd probably
feel much different and drone on to get my monies worth if I didn't get this game for so cheap.

Cars: Easy to cheese some races but actually pretty fun. You play as the cars characters its more of a driving game than the rest
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of the worlds and there's even a car park and you can do tricks and all kinds of cool stuff.

Lone Ranger: Man idk whats up with Johnny Depp and this game. The lone ranger world is basically wait for a train to deliver
supplies to different towns simulator. Pretty eh honestly.

Toy Story: I feel like this playset was the longest but also the one of the most repetitive. Basically think the incredibles world in
a duller slightly more open sci fi are.. Non-essential cosmetic DLC. Rather weak Carnage a Trois skins. 0.5\/3. Worse
soundtrack I've ever heard. There are flash games with better audio. Also very gimmicky in terms of
instrumentation/style.
Annoying motion blur that cannot be turned off is the big deal breaker. The enviroments are constantly 'blurred' when
you move.. I picked this game up as part of a bundle during the Halloween sale and I throughly enjoyed playing it. It
has a nice mix of puzzles and hidden object scenes and the plotline was pretty good. There were no annoying timers
anywhere or achievements based on timers. It has reasonable voice acting and a very nice map functionality that lets
you quickly go to a location where there is something to do. Also a nice little notebook that remembers stuff for you
(useful if you don't play all at once). No issues with playing on windows 10 or getting achievements which seem to be
mostly awarded for completing puzzles. To get hints you have to find hidden rubies in each scene - sort of like
collectibles in other games. Nice little game, I'm quite happy I bought it.... It's kind of like dust II but no one plays this
game anymore period. i first bought this game for accel world but they mix this two storys awesome XWX
kawaii characters lots of outfits and weapons + towel n bikini outfit uwu
MUST HAVE GAME FOR ANY WEEB
Also the gameplay and skills and animations are awesome but gameplay with aw characters need a bit more practice
especially ash roller XD make u feel playing racing games while playing METAL theme song
PS. HOLY POTATO JUST LOOK AT WHAT SCARLET RAIN SUMMONS , IT'S FOKING AWESOME. An
excellent loco, well worth the price.

+Great sounds including properly looped two tone horn
+Plently of features, including well simulated loco information screen with working compresser speed, engine work,
speed and power notch readouts, and more
+Comes with a few scenarios for WCML North, with plently more on the Workshop
+Physics seem decent, although the brakes do seem quite strong

Very little negative to say here:
-Could point out that it is included in South Wales Coastal, but well worth buying here as well if you wish due to extra
scenarios both in the pack and on the Workshop

All in all a brilliant loco - just buy it, you won't regret it!. such a good game makes you feel like your in toy land
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